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2015 Kindle Book Awards - Top 20 Young Adult Fiction (Semi-Finalist)The much-anticipated sequel

to "Dare to Dream". "Nobody has ever tried to understand this pony. Nobody has ever been on her

side. Until now. She needs you to fight for her, Marley. She needs you to love her."Borderline

Majestic was imported from the other side of the world to bring her new owners fame and glory, but

she is almost impossible to handle and ride. When the pony lands her rider in intensive care, it is up

to Marley to prove that the talented mare is not dangerous - just deeply misunderstood. Can Marley

dare to fall in love again to save Majestic's life?
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A fantastic follow up to 'Dare To Dream' and everything one could hope for. These stories are a

pleasure to lose yourself in. Kate creates an environment that you want to be a part of; the family,

the animals, and the storyline that tugs at your heart.I liked this even more than 'Dare To Dream'

because it emphasises the power of love over adversity. The family have so many obstacles to

overcome, and you never stop rooting for them, but although written with a firm grasp on the

realistic I am so so glad that the hope of a miracle is kept alive in this book.From a production



viewpoint I love the cover design and photography, and I note that in this novel the writing seems

much tighter and well edited- not that it was a problem for me in the first book as I personally

enjoyed the world within the pages so much I wanted to savour every little detail! However for the

more pace-inspired reader this hits the perfect notes.

Dream On is well-written, intriguing, cohesive and packed full of emotion! There were so many

places in the book that made me cry for various reasons and I was never left wanting anything

better.I loved the new characters and the steadfast personalities of the old characters. I like that

Kate has given every character flaws as well as redeeming qualities, which makes them so much

more relatable.This is an awesome book and a great match for Dare to Dream and was worth the

wait! Kate really did an amazing job carrying on with the unresolved situations we saw in Dare to

Dream.I will read this again and again. I strongly encourage everyone to buy both Dare to Dream

and Dream On!

This was just as good as the first - really, read these! You don't even have to be horsey - there's

enough non-horsey stuff to keep you interested, and it's rare to find "normal" (as in, not fantasy"

YA-y books written this well. Of course, if you are horsey, even better! I'm scared that this was the

last about Kris, Van, and Marley, though - the last line of the book has me worried! It'd be a fine

ending to their story, but I so want more! I want to know what happens on Van's adventure! And

more about Maggie

After Marley and her sisters were introduced back in Dare To Dream, I knew she was going to be

special. Down to earth, realistic and far from perfect, makes them feel like real people. They has

'real' people issues and unlike many books, they have limited money and have to choose what they

do wisely. I loved this book and won't lie and say that tears weren't shed. Only two faults, A. The

people and ponies aren't real and B. There is no more books in the series. Can't recommend it

enough.

Thank you, Kate. Thank you for keeping Marley's spirit alive and well through your books. Dream on

is an amazing story...I absolutely loved it. The story of Marley and her sisters as well as the story of

the horses is well told and truly brings the reader into their lives. I was moved to tears at the end

and grateful for the way in which you ended this book. Thank you for this story, for your love of

horses that comes across so wonderfully through the pages, and for your love of Marley and her



amazing spirit!

Another triumph! By the Gods this sequel has everything. I just devour these in a few hours and

need MORE! I cannot wait for the next and will have to step it down to the shorter books to get my

fill. PLEASE read Kate's work. The best should be supported and there aren't many good horses

books out there, not truly remarkable ones that stay with you and demand re-reading as soon as

you've finished (Harry Potter flashback). Thank you once again Kate!

Yes, please, at least one more sequel!!! Marley's only 16 and she must stay with Kris until she's 18

so maybe even 2 more sequels! I cried many times throughout this story but I laughed and loved

more times. I love how the author develops each character as his/her own person and how she

knits everyone together to make a story that holds your attention throughout.

Excellent sequel that leaves me wanting more! Could there possibly be a book three? I sure hope

so! A very fun and horsey read for horse lovers of all ages, and even people who aren't horse crazy.

It has a great storyline that keeps you guessing until the very end! I highly recommend this book

and the first book in the series "Dare To Dream".
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